Qingdao TKS Sealing Industry

SAP® Software Helps Sealing Firm
Achieve Transparent Management
Quick facts

“The implementation of SAP software
is the first step in a long march,
as we have a long way to go in our
IT transformation.”
Ma Xiaowei, President, Qingdao TKS Sealing
Industry Co. Ltd.

Company
•	Name: Qingdao TKS Sealing Industry
Co. Ltd.
•	Location: Qingdao, China
• Industry: Industrial machinery and
components
• Products and services: Oil seals,
O-shaped rings, constant-velocity joints,
and specialty rubber products
•	Revenue: US$20 million
•	Employees: 600
•	Web site: www.tks.cn
• Implementation partner: Neusoft Group

Implementation Highlights
• High executive commitment
•	Experienced implementation partner
•	Total staff participation in research and
discussion
• Successful project completion in 7 months
Why SAP
•	Leading provider of business management
solutions covering business service
experience in all industries
•	Reliable software support of business
development and strategic objectives

Benefits
• Strengthened support for decision making
through improved financial monitoring,
control of all business aspects, financial
planning, and analysis
•	Reduced costs through more accurate
cost analysis
•	Lowered occupancy costs by reducing
inventory
• Improved customer satisfaction by
improving lean production
• Strengthened operational control and
Objectives
provided more accurate information for
• Unify corporate finances and businesses
enterprise decision making by consolidat•	Reduce operational losses and accelerate
ing basic data and establishing profitability
cash flow through standardized order,
analysis model
inventory, and cost management
•	Equipped each business unit to conduct
•	Optimize processes and improve company
independent accounting through an intercompetitiveness
nal transfer pricing system
Challenges and Opportunities
• Shift organization and business strategy
from single monolithic structure to
business divisions
•	Extend marketing strategy and make each
business unit the “hidden champion” of
its area
•	Replace legacy enterprise resource
planning (ERP) software with solution
that supports business with accurate,
timely data

SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® ERP application

SAP Customer Success Story
Industrial Machinery and Components

A well-established manufacturer of oil seals, O-shaped rings,
constant-velocity joints, and dirt-proof boots for steering engines,
Qingdao TKS Sealing Industry Co. Ltd. (TKS) supplies major manufacturers of automobiles, locomotives, construction machinery, and
household appliances. As its product range grew, TKS had to break
down its monolithic organization into business divisions and departments. With its legacy software outmatched, TKS brought in the
SAP® ERP application. Its product costing and market reach have
been on target ever since.
Improve Competitiveness Through
Process Integration
Based in Qingdao, China, TKS supplies
major domestic manufacturers with
specialty components, and it exports
its products to the United States,
Japan, Australia, Canada, and South
Africa, among other countries. Its
enterprise resource planning (ERP)
application had provided many years
of good service, but business was
changing. TKS needed to introduce
a more granular marketing strategy,
integrate its business and financial software, strengthen support for its business processes, and help managers
realize their objectives. Its legacy software simply could not keep pace.
Other problems included an oversize
finished-goods inventory, low turnover,
and statistical inaccuracies. Maintaining
efficient cash flow was not easy, and
product costing was off. Because the
production cycle was not in sync with
production capacity, customer orders
could not be fulfilled promptly. Nor did
the data support operational or strategic decisions.

Aware of the critical situation the company faced, executives transferred
backbone staff from various departments to set up a project team to address TKS’s most pressing issues.
Key objectives included introducing the
SAP ERP application to integrate financial and business operations, reduce
business slack, and accelerate cash
flow. Other important goals included
standardizing TKS’s order, inventory,
and cost management processes and
improving company competitiveness
through process innovation and
optimization.

development. For project implementation and future real-time service support, TKS selected Neusoft Group as
its implementation partner.

Prepare Carefully for Smooth
Implementation
The implementation of SAP ERP ushered a major change into the company,
which was reflected in an initial lack
of consensus among departments.
Employee views about the goals of the
implementation differed widely. To educate staff, company executives skillfully
positioned the most effective people in
the right position for the implementation. The result was increased understanding, enthusiasm, and commitment
to the project.

Choose the Right Software and
Implementation Partner

The progress of the implementation
project can be summed up in numbers:
two weeks for research; one month to
analyze the company’s current situation
and draw up a road map; two months
to customize, implement, and set user
permissions in the software; and two
months for testing. Additional activities
included user training, preparatory
work prior to going live with the new
software, and the introduction of
operation and maintenance support.

Before beginning any implementation,
TKS analyzed its key business processes, pinpointed its business needs, and
ascertained management’s needs in
its different departments. Next it
assessed the products of a number
of well-known software vendors and
selected SAP solutions to achieve the
strategic objectives of its business

About 130 business processes were
designed and finalized. The SAP software was scaled to meet the needs of
TKS. Discussions with key users and
sessions with Neusoft, which shared
its knowledge on software operation,
provided the basis for an effective
knowledge transfer. When users encountered any problems, Neusoft was

“Introducing SAP software has enabled the company to standardize its
management and integrate its information, powerful prerequisites for
operating a profitable company.”

Ma Xiaowei, President, Qingdao TKS Sealing Industry Co. Ltd.

able to resolve them while playing an
indispensable role in improving TKS’s
efficiency in IT management. During
the implementation and trial operation
period, staff from all of the departments worked intensively together with
Neusoft. The SAP software went live in
April 2010. By May, the first monthly
statement was completed successfully.

Gain Support for Transparent
Management
The SAP ERP software at TKS now
keeps a wide business network running. The software supports the business processes of the company itself,
three divisions, two centers, the research institute, and the Gas Spring
project team. Many of TKS’s depart-

Boost Operational Efficiency and
Smart Planning
After several months of operation, the
benefits of running SAP ERP became
increasingly evident. Thanks to the new
SAP software, TKS was able to
strengthen its supervision and control
of finances in all aspects of its business as well as dramatically improve
financial planning and analysis. This in
turn enabled it to support effective
management decision making. Cost
and profitability analyses can be performed by order number, model, and
period. As a result of more accurate
cost analysis, TKS can identify bottlenecks in cost control and introduce
effective cost-cutting measures, helping to establish more competitive prices.

“The company is committed to strengthening the integration of the SAP software with other software to achieve full integration with SAP ERP at the core.”
Ma Xiaowei, President, Qingdao TKS Sealing Industry Co. Ltd.

ments now rely on SAP ERP as well,
including the international trade, accessories sales, quality management,
outsourcing management, and finance
departments. Functionally the software
supports financial accounting, cost
control, production planning and control, procurement and inventory management, sales and distribution, and
quality management operations. The
software helped TKS establish a logistics and capital flow as well as an integrated information flow that enhances
the transparency of management.

The company can now “plan in progress” and conduct a real-time variance
analysis afterward. With integration of
production and production cost accounting, TKS can perform accounting
by single orders as well as real-time
cost collection.
TKS has seen a reduction in its inventory, been able to shorten its production
cycle, and improved the rates of timely
delivery and customer order matching.
This has resulted in increased customer
satisfaction, which the company sees

as an advantage in gaining market
share. By consolidating its basic data
on materials, suppliers, customers,
and organizational structure, TKS has
achieved operational control. The
establishment of an internal transfer
pricing system has enabled all business
units to conduct true independent
accounting. And, with a profitability
analysis model now in place, decision
makers can stay abreast of market developments and current product profitability, helping them make more effective investment decisions.
Although SAP ERP has helped TKS
achieve remarkable benefits in all
aspects of its business, one example
stands out: TKS needed and expected
to carry out cost accounting for each of
its products, a time-consuming project.
However, it has found that SAP ERP
supports this effort, so that TKS can
perform cost accounting of every
single product and understand the
profitability of each product with little
extra effort. This has enabled TKS to
improve the cost/price ratio of its targeted products even further. The profitability analysis is helping TKS realize
another of its goals: effective management of lean manufacturing.

Look Ahead to Total IT
Transformation
In implementing SAP ERP software,
TKS has taken a significant step toward
establishing comprehensive corporate
management, a solid foundation on
which it can build for future development. Ma Xiaowei, president of TKS,
sums up the many valuable benefits the

www.sap.com /contactsap

company experienced following the
successful launch of SAP ERP. “The
effect of management information integration is not simply equal to number
accumulation,” Ma observes. “It has
meant a leapfrogging in management
level and personnel quality. Introducing
SAP software has enabled the company
to standardize its management and
integrate its information, powerful
prerequisites for operating a profitable
company.”
The introduction of SAP software represents TKS’s first step in its IT journey. “We still have a long way to go
before we achieve full IT transformation,” Ma points out. “TKS will continue

to explore the operation of SAP software and expand the range of SAP
applications we employ, from manufacturing software to human resources
functions. At the same time, the company is committed to strengthening the
integration of the SAP software with
other software to achieve full integration with SAP ERP at the core.”
True to its overall scheme, TKS wants
to implement practical management
information software that the company
can further develop itself. Beyond that,
TKS is looking into bringing informationsharing and business applications into
the enterprise, while taking enterprise
IT to an even higher level.
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